INDOOR BANNER STANDS
Also known in the industry as roll-up banner stands, our premium offering of retractable banner
stands provides a high-impact solution for trade show booths, retail promotions, sales presentations and general indoor display in commercial spaces. Retractable banner stands are ideal for
multiple and repeat use as the banner is contained within the base for ease in portability and
protection of the graphic while traveling.

ALL IN ONE
An EPS-Doublet top seller! This anodized aluminum frame includes pull
pins making it ideal for repeated use at multiple events. Available in
silver. Comes with padded carry case.
Width: 33.5”
Height: 78.75”

ORIENT

An EPS-Doublet top seller! Quick and simple to use, the Orient combines
elegance with excellent value. The Orient can be used as either a single
or double-sided display, with dual retractor mechanisms to allow you
to present two graphics back to back. Available in anodized silver or
black. Padded carry bag is included.
Width: 33.5” (Orient 800), 35.5” (Orient 920), and 39.25” (Orient
1000)
Height: 83.25”
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BREEZE TABLETOP
Need a quick retractable for your table display? Available in two scales,
the Breeze retractable tabletop banner stand is a great attention getter
and makes an effective promotional give away. Available in silver.
Width: 8.375” (Standard), 13” (Large)
Height: 11” (Standard) 17” (Large)
Weight: 5 lbs.

CONTENDER
Contender is a market leader as it offers a variety of sizes and sturdy
construction in a light weight stand. Ergonomically designed, the stylish
looks of Contender make it great for any application with a swivel-out
foot, sleek styling and a height of up to 106” with an optional 4th pole.
Available in silver or black (Monster is black only). Carry bag included.
Width: 23.5” (Mini), 29.5” (Standard), 40” (Mega), 47.5” (Monster)
Height: 77.5”

BLADE LX
Blade LX features a gunmetal anodized body. The sleek design of this
banner stand features chrome end plates, roller access via a flip-top
lid and a removable self-locking graphic roller mechanism. The quick
change graphic slider and adjustable feet on the base are useful on
uneven floors. Available in gunmetal.
Width: 33.5”
Height: 83.25”
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QUICKSCREEN 1
The world’s first, retractable, banner stand display! QuickScreen 1
set the standard for retractable banner stands. The compact shape
and timeless design allows the QuickScreen 1 to fit into almost every
environment. Features adhesive profile for quick and simple graphic
mounting and foldable support foot to ensure stability. Available in a
black or matte silver finish. Includes a padded black nylon bag. You can
set up the QuickScreen 1 in 30 seconds or less!
Width: 33 7/16” and 39 3/8” (85 & 100 cm)
Height: 78 3/4” and 85 13/16” (200 & 218 cm)

QUICKSCREEN 3
Available in seven different colors! Choose a color to match your
image! The attractive and unique design of the QuickScreen 3 adds an
extra dimension of exclusivity, which thereby strengthens the impact of
your message. QuickScreen 3 has in ingenious, patented, removable,
graphic cassette system, which makes it easy for you to change your
image in a few minutes. The new telescopic pole allows for flexibility in
the height of your message. Includes a padded black nylon bag.You can
set up the QuickScreen 1 in 30 seconds or less!
Colors: Chrome, Amber, Red, Green, Grey, Transparent (clear), and Blue
Width: 33 7/16” and 39 3/8” (85 & 100 cm)
Height: Adjustable Between 63” – 88 5/8” (160 – 225 cm)
Weight: 8 – 12 lbs. (3,6 – 5,5 kg)
Mini Version 19 11/16” wide by 70 7/8” high (50 x 180 cm)
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BARRACUDA
Barracuda is a premium, single-sided roller banner. Features include a
graphic tensioner, quick change graphic system and telescopic poll,
which conveniently stores in the base of the unit. Available in anodized
silver or black. EVA molded carrying case is included.
Width: 31.5 x 29.5”
Height: 83.35”
Weight: 12 lbs. (5 kg)

EXCALIBUR
Excalibur is a premium, double-sided banner stand with a sleek new
design. It contains a graphic tensioner, integrated pole storage and
quick change graphic system. Available in silver. Comes complete with a
hard EVA molded carrying case.
Width: 31.5 x 29.5”
Height: 83.35”
Weight: 24 lbs.

ADVANCE
Advance is a premium, double-sided cassette banner that can be used
as a single or double-sided unit. Features include a ratchet graphic
tensioner, simple drop-in cassette housing and anti-skid strips along the
base. Available in silver. EVA molded carrying case is included.
Width: 31.5” x 29.5”
Height: 83.35”
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MEDIASCREEN 1
A cost-effective, robust retractable display with a streamlined design.
With its compact shape it fits in almost any environment. It has a
telescopic pole, allowing for easy height adjustment, and is equipped
with a foldable support foot to ensure stability. Includes a padded black
nylon bag. You can set up the MediaScreen 1 in 30 seconds or less!
Width: 33 7/16”, 39 3/8” and 59 1/16” (85, 100 and 150 cm)
Height: Adjustable Between 63” – 88 5/8” (160 – 225 cm)

MEDIASCREEN 2
Double-sided retractable display enabling twice the market exposure.
The MediaScreen 2 is ideal for environments where people will be
passing the display on either side. Use the opportunity to display the
same message on both sides or show two separate messages. Includes
a padded black nylon bag. You can set up the MediaScreen 1 in 30
seconds or less!
Width: 33 7/16” and 39 3/8” (85 & 100 cm)
Height: (78 3/4” and 86 5/8” (200 & 220 cm)

M2
A retractable display that makes changing your graphic quick and easy.
A suitable choice when you need to change your image often or wish
to vary between different images in your display. A retractable display
with a sleek minimalistic design, it has a patented system that makes
changing your graphic quick and easy. You just open the unit, take out
the graphic media roll and replace it with a new one. Available in black
or silver with chrome ends. Includes a padded black nylon bag. You can
set up the M2 in 30 seconds or less!
Width: 33 7/16” (85 cm) & 39 3/8” (100 cm)
Height: Adjustable Between 63” – 88 5/8” (160 – 225 cm)
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MEDIASCREEN XL
An extra-wide, extra tall retractable display that can be linked together.
MediaScreen XL can be used as an individual panel or can easily be
combined with more panels to create a large backdrop. Using patented
magnetic connectors located on the sides of the bases, no tools are
required for fast and easy set up with a simple “click”. Includes a
padded black nylon bag.
Width: 39 3/8” and 47 1/4” (100 and 120 cm)
Height: 78 3/4”, 85 13/16”, 98 3/8”, and 118 1/8”
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OUTDOOR BANNER STANDS
Our outdoor display stands include both retractable and tension mounted styles, all built to withstand whatever mother nature dishes out. Choose from portable to semi-permanent versions,
depending on the shelf life of your promotion or the application of your banner.

HD OUTDOOR BANNER STAND
120 degrees of flexibility! This double-sided retractable display is
equipped with support feet and a flexible support pole that guarantees
stability even in strong winds up to 22mph. It is manufactured of the
highest quality materials to resist wear and tear by weather and wind
and can be used on almost any surface, including sand, snow and
grass. Two padded black nylon bags included for easy transport.
Width: 33.5”
Height: 71”

BANNER FLEX MESSENGER GMS
Permanently mounted sidewalk frame allows you to update your message
without hassle. As a permanently mounted outdoor banner stand,
Messenger GMS reliably displays your message on drive-through islands
and pedestrian walkways at any retail location. GMS has the flexibility
to handle the inclement weather of your location, and removable
horizontal rods allow graphics to be changed easily.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Durable 100% aluminum construction
Powder coat finish in black or gray (custom colors available)
Graphics can be changed easily and cost effectively
Designed to be permanently mounted to concrete, wood, etc.
Tamper-proof fasteners
Spring-loaded banner tension

Width: 16”, 18”, 20”, and 24”
Height: 72”
(Same unit holds 72” or 48” tall graphic banner sizes)
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